DEAN
UD09.0003.116563.0
Jackie Blakley

ADMIN SPECIALIST II
Office Manager
AA50.0033.084247.3
Melinda Zeigler

STUDENT SERVICES
PROG COORDINATOR I
CB65.0006.143990.4
Briana Johnson

ADMIN SPECIALIST II
AA50.0027.104460.3
Melissa Dover

DEPT CHAIRMAN/HEAD
Business Technology
UD14.0028.021022.0
Margaret Allan

DEPT CHAIRMAN/HEAD
Computer Technology
UD14.0023.020997.0
Suzanne Konieczny

DEPT CHAIRMAN/HEAD
Public Services
UD14.0012.021033.0
Tom Lawrence

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Management
UE03.0020.021028.0
Tracy Ethridge

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Accounting
UE03.0017.021014.0
Angel Luper

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Administrative Office
UE03.0006.021010.0
Pamela Goodman

INSTRUCTOR
Management
UG70.0061.021048.0
Tiffanie DeVarso

INSTRUCTOR
Accounting
UG70.0046.020944.0
Brenda Mattison

INSTRUCTOR
Administrative Office
UG70.0040.021029.0
Beverly Vickery

INSTRUCTOR
Management
UG70.0028.143975.0
Shallin Williams

INSTRUCTOR
Management/Accounting
UG70.0009.021007.0
Debbie Vance

INSTRUCTOR
Management
UG70.0061.021048.0
Tiffanie DeVarso

INSTRUCTOR
Accounting
UG70.0046.020944.0
Brenda Mattison

INSTRUCTOR
Administrative Office
UG70.0040.021029.0
Beverly Vickery

INSTRUCTOR
Management
UG70.0028.143975.0
Shallin Williams

INSTRUCTOR
Management/Accounting
UG70.0009.021007.0
Debbie Vance

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CIA
Computer Technology
UE03.0019.137807.0
Scott Edwards

INSTRUCTOR
Computer Technology
UG70.0003.020998.0
VACANT

INSTRUCTOR
Computer Technology
UG70.0027.109013.0
Phil Smith

INSTRUCTOR
Computer Technology
UG70.0093.147461.0
George Fiori

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Early Childhood
UE03.0008.021024.0
Meredith McClure

INSTRUCTOR
Early Childhood
UG70.0037.139161.0
Jackye Murphy

INSTRUCTOR
CRJ
UG70.0024.143685.0
Robert Newton

INSTRUCTOR
CRJ
UG70.0089.020990.0
Vacant

Positions are filled unless noted.